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used, the results of a pre-questionnaire activity analysis,
and other relevant material.
The rural school and area.

The rural school used for

this study is Tantasqua Regional High School in Sturbridge,
Massachusetts.

Sturbridge is located about twenty-eight

miles east of Springfield, Massachusetts, on U. S. Route 20.
Tantasqua High School includes grades seven through twelve of
the public school system.

However only grades nine through

twelve, a total of 353 pupils, are used in this study.

All

the pupils are transported to the school, which is located
in Sturbridge, by bus or car.

The school was opened in

December, 1954, to serve the small towns of Brimfield, Brook¬
field, Holland, Sturbridge, and Wales.
Brimfield has a population of 1,393.
government is town meeting and selectmen.

The form of

According to a

town clerk*s report, the predominate nationality is English.
The most important local industry is farming.
public elementary school.

There is one

There are two churches, one public

library, no movie theaters, and no locally operated bus line.
The most active youth organization is the Boy Scouts.

At

least five newspapers are delivered, but not published,
locally.

Three or more television channels are received

clearly.
Brookfield has a population of 1,774.
government is town meeting and selectmen.

The form of

The predominate

nationalities are English, French, and Irish.

The most

4
important local industries are farming, manufacture of paper
converters, and manufacture of wire.
elementary school.

There is no public

There are four churches, one public

library, no movie theaters, and no locally operated bus line.
The most active youth organizations are the Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, and Youth Clubs.

At least six newspapers are deliv¬

ered, but not published, locally.

Three television channels

are received clearly.
Holland has a population of 552.
ment is town meeting and selectmen.
be described as predominate.

No nationalities can

The town is considered a resort

area with no important industries.
elementary school.

The form of govern¬

There is one public

There is one church, one public library,

no movie theaters, and no locally operated bus line.
active youth organization is the Boy Scouts.

The most

At least two

newspapers are delivered, but not published, locally.

Three

or more television channels are received clearly.
Sturbridge has a population of 3,413.
government is town meeting and selectmen.
nationalities are English and French.

The form of

The predominate

The most important

local industries are farming, a dye works, and an engineer¬
ing firm.

There are three public elementary schools.

There

are three churches, one public library, one drive-in movie
theater, and no locally operated bus line.

The most active

youth organizations are the Youth Center, Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts.

and

At least three newspapers are delivered, but
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not published, locally.

Three television channels are re¬

ceived clearly.
Wales has a population of 639*
ment is town meeting and selectmen.

The form of govern¬

The predominate nation¬

alities are English, French, and Polish.

The town is

considered a resort area with no important industries.
is one public elementary school.

There

There are two churches,

one public library, no movie theaters, and no locally opera¬
ted bus line.

The most active youth organizations are the

Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Brownies, and 4-H.

At least one

newspaper is delivered, but not published, locally.

Three

or more television channels are received clearly.
The urban school and area.

The urban school used for

this Study is Palmer High School in Palmer, Massachusetts.
Palmer is located about fifteen miles east of Springfield,
Massachusetts, on U. S. Route 20.

Palmer High School includes

grades nine through twelve, a total of 432 pupils from four
villages, Palmer, Bondsville, Thorndike, and Three Rivers.
However, only those pupils from the Village of Palmer, a total
of 196, are used in this study.

The Palmer pupils, many of

whom walk to school each day, are part of a true urban popula¬
tion, urban as regards residence in a town as defined by
Webster.
While the Town of Palmer has a population of 10,316,
the Village of Palmer has a population of 4,6$3.
of government is town meeting and selectmen.

The form

The predominate

6

nationalities are English, French, Irish, and Polish.

Some

important local industries include the manufacture of wire
and wire ropes, brushes, metal culverts, casters and wheels,
pinions and pinion wire, household and personal chemical
products, metal ladders, television parts, plastics, and
tools.

There are three public elementary schools in the

village.

There are six churches, one public library, two

movie theaters (and a nearby drive-in theater), and one
locally operated bus line in the village.

The most active

youth organizations include the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, and
4-H; as in the other towns covered by the study, there are
a number of clubs in Palmer that are considered to be church
or school affiliates.

At least seven newspapers are delivered

locally, one of which is a local weekly publication.

Three

or more television channels are received clearly.
The procedure of the study.

The procedure of the

study was as follows:
1.

The study of pertinent educational literature to determine
what had already been done in the field of out-of-school
activities of high school pupils.

2'.

The selection of schools on the basis of the student popu¬
lation of grades nine through twelve, television recep¬
tion in the area, and typical rural or urban character.

3.

The administering of an activity analysis questionnaire
to one class in each of the selected high schools.
questionnaire and its results may be found in the

This
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Appendix.

Twenty-five rural pupils and fifteen urban

pupils, all twelfth graders, contributed to this analysis
under the supervision of the author of this study.
4.

The classification of obtained question material into a
simple questionnaire.

The result of this step was a

questionnaire covering twenty-five activities common to
high school students and constructed so that a certain
number of hours per week could be circled for each
activity.

A sample questionnaire is included in the

Appendix.
5.

The administering of a trial run of the questionnaire and
any revision indicated by said trial run.

Three urban

pupils answered the questionnaire with no difficulty.
No revisions were made.
6.

The administering of the questionnaire to all student
subjects with an emphasis on clear and complete direc¬
tions.

This was accomplished with the help of a teacher

or a student leader in each homeroom.

Students were

given the questionnaire on a Tuesday in January, 1955,
and they were required to turn in the completed ques¬
tionnaire on the Friday of the same week.
7.

The analysis and reporting of results in terms of average
hours per week on each activity and critical ratio
evaluations of said averages.

The report is culminated

with a summary and conclusions drawn from the analysis
of rural versus urban results.
4

a
Limitations of the study.

The first consideration

in the defining of limiting factors in this study is the
number of students involved in the study.

Only 1&0 of 353

or 51«0 per cent of the rural pupils completed usable ques¬
tionnaires, and 153 of 196 or 78.1 per cent of the urban
school pupils completed questionnaires correctly.

Since all

the results of the study are based on completed questionnaires,
the total number of students covered in this study is 333.
In making any generalizations from the data presented, this
number must be considered as a qualifying factor.
Some of the important limitations to the accuracy of
this study stem from the subjects themselves.

The degree of

ability and the degree of sincerity with which students
answered the questionnaire are unmeasured.

Estimating time

spent per week on twenty-five activities can be both difficult
and bothersome.

It is hoped, however, that the students

involved answered with a degree of accuracy and sincerity
sufficient to make the generalities of the study valid.

The

measurements are intended to show only general patterns of
time spent on out-of-school activities, not as accurate, pin¬
point averages.
A third limitation may be described as a combination
of regional and individual interpretation as to the defini¬
tion of what would be included under the various activities
listed.

Specific directions helped but could not entirely

eliminate this factor.

Another limitation to this study was introduced by
the mechanical make-up of the number series from which the
subjects had to choose answers for each activity.

Since each

series consisted of ten numbers covering a variable spread of
hours, mathematical accuracy became more remote in those
series covering a greater spread of numbers.

Students were

allowed to remedy this by inserting their own numbers in or
after each series.

But it is perhaps reasonable to assume

that the existence of a number series tended to encourage the
use of said series without any greater attempt at accuracy.
The method employed, the number series, was used as a compact
and convenient tool of measurement with complete recognition
of the weaknesses involved in its employment.
A final source of limitation was the time of adminis¬
tration of the questionnaire.

Since it was administered in

January, all the results must be considered in terms of the
winter season.

An entirely different set of figures might

have been derived from a study conducted during a different
season of the year.

In fact, one of the activities listed

on the questionnaire, pleasure riding on a motorcycle, was
dropped from the study during analysis of the results because
of its seasonal characteristic, a characteristic pointed out
by many of the pupils in the study.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Much has been written on the subject of out-of-school
influences on children, but only a brief summary of some of
the general theories and some specific activity research will
be given here.
Out-of-school influences.

Harcleroad and Allen have

pointed out that, though learning takes place best in an
atmosphere of security and peace, the modern world is a place
of insecurity and tension.

It must be remembered that child¬

ren live in a many-faceted environment and numerous incon¬
sistencies abound between the various facets.

One of the

major objectives of the school-community movement is to in¬
crease the correlation between the learning environments in
the school and in the community, each to be aided by the
other.1
Employment and education.

Some educators feel that,

since gainful employment takes place outside the school, the
school need not give much consideration to this area.
an ivory-tower complex is unfortunate.

Such

It is indisputable

■^Harcleroad, Fred and Allen, William.
Audio Visual
Administration.
Dubuque, Iowa; Wm. C. Brown Company, 1951.
p. 117.
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that gainful employment provides educative experiences just
as do the home,

church, and community.

In fact, for the

pupil, the school activity may be in an artificial realm that
blankets his true and meaningful world.2 3
Leisure and education.

The use of leisure time has

become a problem in modern urbanized society.

With the high

degree of industrialization and mass production, the work day
and work week have become increasingly shorter.

And with

strict child labor laws and compulsory education, children
also have much more leisure time.

In answer to this problem

the schools must educate for the proper use of leisure time.^
Non-leisure activities.

In a 1934 suburban study in

Westchester county, New York, it was found that both male and
female high school students averaged about 60.9 hours of sleep
per week.

Male students spent an average of 42.0 hours in

gainful employment each week; females, 39.2 hours.

Household

chores averaged to about 3*5 hours a week for males and 5.6
hours for female students.

Transportation took up an average

of 4.9 hours per week for male students and 4.2 hours per
week for female students.4

2Sclales, Eldridge E. and Hutson, Percival W. "How
Gainful Employment Affects the Accomplishment of Developmental
Tasks of Adolescent Boys," The School Review. LXIII (January,
1955)> P• 37•
’
3 Al-tpet er, Joan.
"Education for the Use of Leisure
Tiu^e." Essay for*"'History of Education course at University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, December 13, 1955.
4Lundberg, George A., Komarovsky, Mirra and Mclnery
Mary Alice.
Leisure.
New York:
Columbia University Press
1934.
p. 97.
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A 1955 survey by the Federal Census Bureau indicated
that 1,772,000 of the 7,970,000 students of high school age
in the nation held jobs.

The bureau estimated that the aver¬

age work week of high school students was 13 hours.
farm, the average was about 30 hours.5

On the

This later survey

probably gives a more typical average for the work week than
the Westchester County survey gives for the same.
Leisure activities.

Lundberg, Komarovsky, and Mclnery

also considered 773 high school boys and 771 high school girls
in the Westchester County study in relation to time spent on
leisure pursuits.

Again each of the expressed figures is a

weekly average for the group.
12.1 hours for females.
hours for females.
for females.

Eating—11.3 hours for males,

Visiting—5.4 hours for males, 10.5

Sports—10.0 hours for males, 4.4 hours

Radio—5.3 hours for boys, 4.1 hours for girls.

Motoring—1.6 hours for males, 1.2 hours for females.

Clubs—

1.1 hours for both boys and girls.6
Two of the many mass media that are exerting influence
on the general public, high school students included, are
movies and television.

Both media developed speedily.

Both

are undeniably tremendous parts of the environment of modern
children and adults.

To gain some idea of just how large a

^Springfield /Massachusetts/ Sunday Republican.
January 29, 1956. p. 5A.
z:

°Lundberg, Komarovsky and Mclnery, op. cit., p. 101.
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part these media can constitute, let us consider television
alone.
In April and May of 1954, a survey of 1500 elementary
school pupils and 400 secondary school pupils from Chicago
and Evanston, Illinois, gave the following results.

The per

cent of the pupils who had television sets at home was 96.
High school pupils spent an average of 14.0 hours per week
watching television.

It is also interesting to note that ele¬

mentary school pupils viewed television an average of 21.5
hours weekly and teachers viewed television an average of
11.5 hours weekly.7
Comic books may be cited as another mass media that
exerts influence on modern youth.

A nationwide survey of

comic book reading conducted by the Market Research Company
of America indicated that 37 per cent of the boys between
twelve and sixteen and 31 per cent of the girls in the same
age group read comic books regularly.^
Another activity engaged in by many high school stu¬
dents was dating.

A study was made involving 229 pupils in

grades nine through twelve at the P. K. Yonge Laboratory
School, University of Florida.

The students represented a

cross section of socio-economic levels.

A general conclusion

?Witty, Paul, "Children and TV - A Fifth Report,"
Elementary English, XXXI (October, 1954), pp. 350-351.
%itty, Paul and Sizemore, Robert A. "Reading the
Comics," Elementary English. XXXI (December, 1954), p. 503.
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was reached that the number of dating partners increased
steadily from grades nine through eleven but definitely
decreased in grade twelve.9

No attempt was made, however,

to determine the time spent on dates by various groups.
In closing this chapter it may be noted that a 1954
questionnaire survey of 1,252 junior and senior high school
boys and girls in Schenectady, New York, indicated that the
live most popular teen-age activities were watching television,
swimming, taking in a motion picture, listening to the radio,
and going to church.10

Of course popularity is not neces¬

sarily a measure of participation.

6

~Hill, Thomas J. "Dating Patterns and Family Position "
The Clearing House, XXIX (May, 1955), pp. 552 and 554.
’
10"What Teen-Agers Like Most,"
May, 1954, cover page.

The Science Dieest.

CHAPTER III

THE QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

Results of the questionnaire study are presented in
this chapter*

The number of activities common to the high

school pupils far exceeded the twenty-four considered in this
study.

However, those activities selected for the study were

believed to represent a good sampling of the type of actions
found among high school boys and girls, actions considered
important to any background study of such students.
Technique and material.

As previously mentioned, the

method of study consisted of the administration of a question:

-"V

' V

\

' :

'

..

■

■

\

naire to all the students in grades nine through twelve of
both the regional rural high school and the urban high school.
Teachers or student leaders coached by the author had charge
of guiding the student subjects during the three-day period
in January that they were allowed to work on the questionnaire.
The questionnaire consisted of two dittoed pages
stapled together.

The first page gave some general informa¬

tion to the subject, requested his help in the study, and asked
for background information on the name of the school, town of
residence,

sex, grade, and availability of a television set

in the home.

The second page consisted of specific directions

and a list of twenty-five common activities, twenty-four of
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which were used in the study, each being followed by a series
of ten numbers representing hours per week from which the
student selected that number closest to the number of hours
he spent on the activity in an average school week of the
winter term.

The students were allowed to insert numbers of

their own in or after each series.
Results were tabulated as arithmetic averages for
grade and sex groups under each activity, averages figured in
terms of participants only.

In other words, if only $4 per

cent of the rural girls indicated participation in the activ¬
ity of reading newspapers (the remaining per cent circling
zero in the applicable number series), any arithmetic average
for the rural girls or grade groups under the rural girls
heading was based only upon pupils included in the participa¬
tion group of 8U per cent for this activity.

Differences in

averages for rural and urban boys and girls under each activ¬
ity were compared by means of critical ratio examples, any
value of three or above indicating an unquestionably signifi¬
cant difference*

Values lower than three, of course, indicated

a decreasing significance of differences as the critical ratio
value decreased.
Valid responses.

The number of questionnaires returned

was understandably lower than the number of questionnaires
distributed.

Absences and individual indifference to the study

took their toll as wasted questionnaires.

The toll was higher

in the rural school perhaps because of an unusually short

17
homeroom period that gave the guiding teachers a minimum
amount of time for administration and collection*

The student

leaders in the homerooms of the urban school had an advantage
of a longer homeroom period.
The number of questionnaires finally used in the study
was also reduced by the culling of a few incompleted and obvi¬
ously inaccurately completed forms*

Each questionnaire showing

a total of over 163 hours per week was carefully evaluated to
determine the feasibility of whatever total did occur*

The

results of the study are based completely on the number of
correctly completed questionnaires as shown in Table I*

This

table breaks down the return in each school on the basis of
both sex and grade.

The final number of questionnaires seemed

to show the greatest deficiencies in the twelfth-grade male
group of both schools (actually a function of a low school
population of senior males) and especially in the male group
of the urban school as a whole.

It is noted that 130 of 353

or 51.0 per cent of the rural pupils completed usable ques¬
tionnaires and 153 of 196 or 73.1 per cent of the urban school
pupils completed questionnaires that were used.

TABLE I
NUMBER OF QUESTIONNAIRES :EVALUATED

Type of
School

Grade , Boys
IX
X
XI
XII

Rural

32

21

25

3

36

13

23

27

26

94

Urban

16

19

15

7

57

23

32

20

21

96

Total
Boys

Grade, Girls
IX
X
XI
XII

Total
Girls

id
Participation in activities.

Table II shows that

generally over 50 per cent of the rural and urban boys and
girls participated weekly in all of the twenty-one activities
listed, participation in sleeping,
school being assumed.
1.

eating, and traveling to

The exceptions are as follows:

Between 40 to 50 per cent of both rural and urban girls
worked for pay.

2.

Approximately 49 per cent of the rural boys listened to
records.

3.

Between 30 to 50 per cent of the rural boys, rural girls,
and urban girls read comic books.

4.

Between 40 to 45 per cent of the urban boys, rural girls,
and urban girls went to club meetings.

5.

Approximately 37 per cent of the rural girls visited
nhang-outstT (soda-shop, drugstore, etc.).
These percentages may be taken as general but not

exact measures of weekly participation.

No activity listed

had a participation level of less than 31 per cent for any
group.
Sleeping.

As shown in Table III, the average number

of hours per week spent sleeping varied from 53.6 for rural
boys to 60.7 for urban boys.

A critical ratio of 4.7 indicates

the significance of this variation.

The group contributing

the most to the low average of the rural boys was the twelfth
grade with an average of 52.0 hours of sleep per week.

The

group contributing the most to the high average of the urban
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TABLE II
PER CENT OF PUPILS INDICATING PARTICIPATION
IN ACTIVITIES

Rural
Boys

Urban
Boys

Rural
Girls

Urban
Girls

Homework

91.9

89.5

94.7

96.9

Working, pay

58.1

50.9

41.5

49.0

Working, no pay

88.4

91.2

98.9

95.8

Church

34.9

98.2

91.5

96.9

Movies

51.2

82.5

60.6

71.9

Television

90.7

94.7

98.9

92.7

Radio

32.6

66.7

96.8

82.3

Records

43.8

66.7

57.4

77.1

Newspapers

39.5

94.7

84.0

94.8

Magazines

88.4

89.5

77.7

83.3

Bound Books

62.8

70.2

64.9

67.7

Comic Books

45.3

56.1

31.9

35.4

Clubs

53.5

42.1

43.6

40.6

"Hang-outs"

55.3

66.7

37.2

60.4

Visiting Homes

76.7

75.4

78.7

87.5

Dates

52.3

61.4

71.2

66.7

Telephone

66.3

78.9

83.0

90.6

Sports, play

90.7

94.7

79.8

85.4

Sports, watch

60.5

73.7

53.2

62.5

Car

80.2

6B. 4

83.0

70.8

Loafing

82.6

80.7

83.0

69.8

Activity

20
boys was the twelfth grade with an average of 64*0 hours per
week*

In fact, the twelfth-grade urban boys averaged twelve

hours of sleep more per week than the twelfth-grade rural
boys*

Apparently, urban boys slept more hours than pupils

in any other group*

TABLE III
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
SLEEPING

Type of
School

Grade, Boys
Boys
Grade, Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

56.1 53.1 53.0 52.0

53.6

59.0 53.3 56.7 54.8

56.0

Urban

62.5 56.7 59.6 64.0

60.7

61.4 59.3 53.2 55.4

57.3

The rural girls had an average of 56. 0 hours of sleep
per week.

The critical ratio of 3*3 indicates a significant

difference between this value and the 60*7 hours of the urban
boys.

No other significant difference appeared.
There was a general tendency for the average hours of

sleep to decrease as the grade level increased, the twelfth
grade girls of both schools being an exception.
Before continuing with the presentation of data, one
of the critical ratio evaluations is outlined as a sample of
the type of mathematical procedure used in this study.

Con¬

sidering the 53•6 hours per week average for rural boys and
the 60.7 hours per week for urban boys as listed in Table III,
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the standard deviation was computed for each of the two groups
by means of the formula stating that standard deviation equals
the square root of the sum of the frequencies times the devia¬
tions squared both divided by the total number of subjects and
all times the class interval involved in the applicable number
series (6 here).

The deviations found were 9.7 for the rural

boys and £.2 for the urban boys.

Next, the standard error of

the mean (arithmetic average) was computed for each group by
use of the formula stating that said error equals the stan¬
dard deviation divided by the square root of the total number
of subjects in the group.

The values were 1.0 for the rural

boys and 1.1 for the urban boys.

The third step involved

computing the standard error of the difference of the means
of both groups.

This value equals the square root of the sum

of the standard errors of the means each squared.
in this case.

It was 1.4

Finally a critical ratio value was computed

by dividing the difference of the means, 4.7 here, by the
standard error of the difference of the means.

Since a value

of 3 or higher is considered significant in this type of
critical ratio evaluation, the critical ratio of 4*7 that
resulted in this example indicated a significant difference
between the rural and urban boys in sleeping.
Eating.

Table IV shows that the average number of

hours spent eating (regular meals,

snacks,

school lunch) per

week varied from 10.9 for rural girls to 12.9 for urban boys.
This is not a significant spread however.

The twelfth-grade
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girls contributed the most to the low average of rural girls
by averaging 9.5 hours per week.

The twelfth-grade boys con¬

tributed the most to the high average of urban boys by averag
ing 13*9 hours per week.

TABLE IV
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
EATING

Girls
Bovs
Grade, Girls
Average IX X
XI
XII Average

Type of
School

Grade, Boys
XII
IX
X
XI'

Rural

10.3 13-1 12.8 11.5

11.9

14.3 10.1

9.5

10.9

Urban

12.8 12.1 12.6 13.9

12.9

11.3 12.3 10.2 13.5

11.8

9.8

There was no tendency for averages to increase or de¬
crease with grade level for the activity of eating.
Doing homework for school subjects.

The average num¬

ber of hours spent doing homework (after school hours)

each

week varied from 7.0 hours for rural boys to 10.3 for urban
girls as listed in Table V.

This is defined as a significant

difference by a critical ratio of 5.9.

The urban girls in

all grades averaged more hours per week on homework than their
grade contemporaries.
Both rural girls and urban boys averaged 7.3 hours
on homework each week, the value differing significantly
from the high of 10.& as indicated by a 4.2 critical ratio
between the averages of rural girls and urban boys.
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TABLE V
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
DOING HOMEWORK

Type of
School

Girls
Grade, Girls
Grade, Boys
Boys
IX
X
XI
XII Average
X
XI
XII Average IX

Rural

6.0

5.7

8.0

$.3

7.0

5.7

9.0

7.8

Urban

6.7 10.2

8.0

6.3

7.8

9.5 11.1 12.4 10.2

10.8

7.0

9.5

The time spent per week on doing homework tended to
increase as the grade level increased, the twelfth-grade girls
of both schools and the twelfth-grade boys of the urban school
proving exceptions.
Working for pay.

Table VI shows the averages for

gainful employment spread from 7.0 hours per week for rural
girls to 16,2 hours for urban boys.
here by a critical ratio of 5.6.

Significance is indicated

Since the averages for rural

boys and urban girls were 15.0 hours per week and 11.& hours
respectively, three generalizations may be made.
to work for pay more hours than girls.

Boys tended

Urban girls tended to

work for pay more hours than rural girls.

Rural girls worked

fewer hours per week than any of the other groups.
There was a general tendency for the hours of paid
work per week to increase as grade level increased.

The 20.2

hours per week of twelfth-grade urban girls is the largest
increase with grade level noted.

In fact, this group of girls

averaged about as many hours as either of the twelfth-grade
male groups.
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TABLE VI
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
WORKING FOR PAY

Type of
School

Grade, Boys
Boys
Grade, Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

10.7 12.6 16.0 20.8

15.0

4.5

7.3

7.6

7.0

Urban

9.1 17.3 17.5 20.8

16.2

4.9

9.6 12.3 20.2

11.8

Working without pay.

8.5

According to Table VII, the

spread in the number of hours spent working without pay
(chores and housework) per week went from 6,9 hours for urban
boys to 9*2 hours for rural girls.
proved not significant.

Said variance, however,

Twelfth graders helped to lower the

urban boys* average with 6.0 hours per week.

Twelfth graders

raised the rural girlsT average with 11.4 hours per week as
their average for non-paid work.

TABLE VII
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
WORKING WITHOUT PAY

Type of
School

Grade. Boys_ Boys
Grade. Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

6.7

$.9

7.4 10.0

a.3

9.3

6.9

9.1 11.4

9.2

Urban

7.4

8.0

6.1

6.9

7.3

d.i

9.1 10.0

$.6

6.0

Attending church or synagogue.

Table VIII indicates

that the average for hours per week attending church or
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synagogue (services or classes) varied from 1.7 for rural
boys to 2.5 hours for urban girls, the difference being signi¬
ficant according to a critical ratio of 3*9.

Since the aver¬

ages for urban boys and rural girls were 2.3 and 2.0 hours
respectively, these generalizations may be made.
attended more hours per week than rural pupils.

Urban pupils
Girls of one

school attended more hours than boys of the same school.

TABLE VIII
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
ATTENDING CHURCH

Type of
School

Grade, Boys
Boys
Grade, Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

i.$

1.7

1.7

1.4

1.7

2.1

2.0

1.9

1.8

2.0

Urban

2.4

2.5

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.2

2.1

2.5

3.1

2.5

It is to be noted also that, with the exception of
urban girls, there was a slight general decrease in attendance
time with an increase in grade level.
Attending movie theaters.

Table IX displays the fact

that the averages for hours per week attending movies differed
from .2.9 hours for rural boys to 3.9 hours for urban boys,
significance of this difference being indicated by a critical
ratio of 5.3*

The low average for rural boys was a part

function of a 2.2 hours average established by the twelfth
graders.

Tenth graders with an average of 4.3 hours helped
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to raise the average of urban boys.

So rural boys averaged

fewer hours per week than any other group.

No other signifi¬

cant differences or tendencies appeared.

TABLE IX
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
ATTENDING MOVIES

Type of
School

Grade, Boys
Boys
Grade, Girls
Girls
X
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
XI
XII Average

Rural

3. 2

3.0

3.1

2.2

2.9

2.9

3.9

3.1

2.7

3.2

Urban

4. 2

4.3

3.9

3.0

3.9

3.6

3.0

4.1

3.0

3.4

Watching Television.

The rural girls had the lowest

average of hours per week at watching television, the average
being 12.0 hours as pointed out in Table X.

Rural boys topped

the four groupings with an average of 16.1 hours per week.

A

critical ratio of 3.1 attests to the significance of the dif¬
ference between these two groups.

The 16.1 average was a

part function of an 1&.4 hours average established by ninthgrade boys in the rural school.

The 12.0 average was a part

function of a 10.7 hours average established by twelfth-grade
girls in the rural school.
There seemed to be general tendencies for boys to
watch more hours than girls and for the number of hours of
watching television to decrease with an increase in grade
level.
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TABLE X
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
WATCHING TELEVISION

Type of
School

Grade* Boys
Boys
Grade , Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average! IX
X
XI
XII Average
18.4 17.5 16.0 12.5

16.1

«
-4
i—1

to

Rural

10.8 11.6 10.7

12.0

Urban

17.5 17.3 13.0 13.0

15.2

17.2 16.0 11.2 10.6

13.8

it is to be noted here that 92.3 per cent of the
rural pupils and 91*5 per cent of the urban pupils indicated
the availability of television sets in their homes*
Listening to radio.

Averages listed in Table XI for

listening to radio varied from 3.9 hours per week for urban
boys to S.9 hours per week for rural girls.

A critical ratio

value of 6.9 portrays the definite significance of this spread

TABLE XI
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
LISTENING TO RADIO

Type of
School

Grade, Boys
Bovs
Grade, Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

4.9

4.4

6.8

5.8

5.5

8.9

7.6

9.7

9.4

Urban

3.3

3.7

6.2

2.4

3.9

5.3

7.1

6.8

7.6

6.9
6.7

Critical ratio values of 4.7 between rural boys and
rural girls and 4.1 between urban boys and urban girls indicate

that there was a significant tendency for girls to listen to
the radio more hours per week than for boys to do the same.
A ratio of 2.7 both for a comparison between rural
boys and urban boys and between rural girls and urban girls
indicates that there was at least some tendency for rural
pupils of one sex to listen to the radio more hours than urban
pupils of the same sex.
Listening to records.

The largest difference indicated

in Table XII, one between a 4*4 hours per week average of
rural girls for listening to records (home or away, not on
radio) and a 5.2 hours average for rural boys, is not signi¬
ficant according to a critical ratio of 1.5*

It may be

interesting to note that twelfth-grade rural boys averaged
2.3 hours per week on listening to records and twelfth-grade
rural girls averaged 3*2 hours per week.

There appeared a

tendency for listening time to increase as grade level in¬
creased, rural girls excepted.

TABLE XII
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
LISTENING TO RECORDS

Type of
School

Boys
Grade, Girls
Grade, Boys
Girls
XII Average IX
X
XI
XI
XII Average
IX
X

Rural

4.4

4.8

3.1

2.3

5.2

5.3

3.8

5.4

3.2

4.4

Urban

4.0

4.6

5.0

5.5

4.8

4.0

4.4

4.8

5.3

4.6
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Reading newspapers.

Table XIII displays the fact of

a spread between a 2.1 hours per week average of rural boys
for reading newspapers (not for homework) and a 2.# hours
average of urban boys.

A critical ratio of 2.9 attributes

at least some significance to the spread.

The average of

rural boys was a part function of a 1.7 hours average estab¬
lished by tenth graders.

The high average of urban boys was

contributed partly by a 3*3 hours average of twelfth graders.
So urban boys read newspapers for more hours per week than
other groups.

No grade level tendencies appeared.

TABLE XIII
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
READING NEWSPAPERS

Type of
School

Boys
Grade, Girls
Grade, Bovs
Girls
X
XI
X
IX
XII Average IX
XI
XII Average

Rural

2.0

1.7

2.2

2.4

2.1

2.1

1.5

2.9

2.0

2.1

Urban

2.7

3.1

2.2

3.3

2.8

2.0

2.2

2.1

2.3

2.2

Reading magazines.

Comparisons between rural boys,

rural girls, urban boys, and urban girls for the activity of
reading magazines (not for homework)

showed no significant

differences or patterned grade-level tendencies.

As seen in

Table XIV, averages varied from 2.9 hours per week for rural
girls to 3*6 hours per week for urban girls.
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TABLE XIV
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
READING MAGAZINES

Type of
School

Grade, Boys
Boys
Grade, Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

3.9

2.9

3.9

4.0

3.7

2.6

3.1

3.2

2.5

2.9

Urban

2.9

3.8

4.0

4.6

3.2

4.1

3.2

2.8

4.1

3.6

Reading books.

Table XV points out that, for the

activity of reading books (bound or pocketbook editions, not
for homework), rural girls averaged 3*7 hours a week as
opposed to 4*2 hours per week for rural boys.

No significance

was indicated here or between a 4*1 hours average for urban
boys and a 3.7 hours average for urban girls however.

The

highest sub-group average came from the twelfth-grade urban
boys with an average of 6.0 hours per week; the lowest, from
the eleventh-grade rural girls and tenth grade urban boys
both with an average of 2.5 hours per week.

No grade level

tendencies appeared.

TABLE XV
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
READING BOOKS

Type of
School

Grade, Boys
Boys
Grade. Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

3.6

4.0

3.5

5.5

4.2

4.0

3.9

2.8

4.2

3.7

Urban

3.5

2.5

4.2

6^0

4.1

4*4

4.1

3.3

3.1

3.7
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Reading comic books.

As shown in Table XVI, urban

girls averaged 2.4 hours per week on comic books; rural girls,
3*3 hours per week.

A critical ratio of 4*2 marks the signi¬

ficance of this variation.

Thus rural girls read comics for

more hours per week than any other group.

TABLE XVI
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
READING COMIC BOOKS

Type of
School

Grade. Boys
Boys
Grade. Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

3.1

2.6

3.3

3.3

3.1

4.4

6.3

2.2

2.3

3.8

Urban

3*1

2.5

2.0

2.0

2.4

2.7

2.9

2.0

2.0

2.4

Though 3 01*1131031 ratio value of* only 2.2 exists be—
tween the 2.4 hours per week average of urban boys and the
3.1 hours average of rural boys, it may be assumed that there
was some tendency for a rural group of one sex to read comic
books for more hours than an urban group of the same sex.
Also, rural boys excepted, the number of hours spent on read¬
ing comics tended to decrease slightly as grade level increased.
It may be noted from Table XVI that the highest subgroup average was established by tenth-grade rural girls, 6.3
hours per week on comics.

The lowest sub-group average came

from both urban boys and girls in both the eleventh and
twelfth grades, 2.0 hours per week.
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Attending club meetings.

Table XVII shows that rural

girls averaged 2.0 hours per week at club meetings (after
school hours) and urban girls averaged 2.$ hours, both rural
and urban boys averaging 2.3 hours per week.

The difference

between the average for rural girls and the average for urban
girls is marked by a critical ratio of 3.g.

Since the critical

ratio between the average for urban girls and the average for
urban boys is 2.1, it may be assumed that urban girls spent
more time at club meetings than any other main group.

TABLE XVII
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
ATTENDING CLUB MEETINGS
Type of
School

Grade. Boys
Boys
Grade, Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

2.0

1.6

2.4

3.3

2.3

1.9

1.7

2.2

2.3

2.0

Urban

2.5

2.0

1.5

3.0

2.3

2.2

2.7

3.4

2.7

2.8

With the exception of eleventh-grade urban girls show¬
ing a high sub-group average of 3*4 hours per week, twelfth
grade groups contributed the greatest number of hours to the
main group averages.
friends at hang-outs.

As pointed out in

iable XVIII, the averages for visiting hang-outs (soda-shop,
drugstore, etc.) varied from 5*0 hours per week for urban
girls to 7*1 hours per week for rural boys, both rural girls
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and urban boys averaging 6,1 hours per week.

The critical

ratio between the average for urban girls and the average
for rural boys is 2.9*

It seems that no definitely signifi¬

cant differences or set grade patterns appeared for this
activity.

It may be noted that ninth-grade urban boys had a

low sub-group average of 3.0 hours per week.

TABLE XVIII
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
VISITING HANG-OUTS

Type of
School

Grade, Bovs_ Boys
Grade, Girls_Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

5.4

9.4

5.5

8.0

7.1

4.1

6.1

5.3

8.8

6.1

Urban

3.0

6.7

8.8

6.0

6.1

4.6

3.9

7.7

3.S

5.0

Visiting friends or relatives in their homes.

The

figures of Table XIX display an average of 5.1 hours per week
for urban boys at visiting friends or relatives in their homes
and an average of 6.2 hours per week for rural boys, both
rural and urban girls having an average of 5.2 hours.

Criti¬

cal ratio evaluations indicated no significant differences.
While no set grade patterns appeared, it may be interesting
to note that twelfth-grade rural boys turned in a high sub¬
group average of 9.0 hours per week and twelfth-grade urban
girls achieved the low sub-group average of 3.7 hours!
Going out on dates.

Table XX shows a weekly average
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of 6*4 hours of dating for rural boys and 10.6 hours for
rural girls.

The critical ratio is 4.4,

indicating that the

rural girls spent a significantly greater number of hours on
dates than the rural boys.

Averages of 6.$ and &.$ hours for

urban boys and urban girls respectively indicate that there
was some tendency for girls to spend more hours on dates than
for boys to do the same.

Dating time also tended to increase

as grade level increased, twelfth-grade boys being an exception.

TABLE XIX
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
VISITING HOMES

Type of
School

Boys
Grade, Girls
Grade, Boys
Girls
IX
XII Average IX
X
X
XI
XI
XII Average

Rural

5.0

5.5

5.3

9.0

6.2

4.4

4.3

4.5

7.5

5.2

Urban

5.6

4.9

4.3

5.4

5.1

7.$

4.1

5.0

3.7

5.2

TABLE XX
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
GOING OUT ON DATES

Type of
School

Grade, Boys
Boys
Grade, Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

5.9

7.5

7.0

5.0

6.4

7.5

7.7 13.1 14.0

10.6

Urban

5.0

6.7

8.6

7.0

6.&

7.3

6.4 10.3 11.2

8.8
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Talking on the telephone.

Results listed in Table XXI

show a weekly average of 2.6 hours spent telephoning (not while
on a part-time job) by both rural and urban boys and weekly
averages of 4*3 and 4*2 hours for rural girls and urban girls
respectively.

Critical ratios of 5.2 and 4.1 for the rural

boy-girl difference and the urban boy-girl difference respec¬
tively indicate the significance of boy-girl differences in
telephone habits.

Girls showed higher averages on all grade

levels than boys on the same grade levels.

TABLE XXI
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
TALKING ON TELEPHONE

Tyne of
School

Boys
Grade, Girls
Grade, Bovs
Girls
IX
XI
X
XI
XII Average
X
XII Average IX

Rural

2.3

3.0

2.7

2.0

2.6

6.0

4.6

5.0

3.5

4.8

Urban

2.7

2.5

2.4

2.8

2.6

3.5

4.8

3.3

4.7

4.2

Playing sports.

As shown in Table XXII, the average

amount of time spent on participation in sports (not school
gym classes) varied from 4.9 hours per week for urban girls
to 9.2 hours per week for urban boys.
4.4 indicated significance here.

A critical ratio of

Next, an average of 5.4

hours per week for rural girls compared to an £.5 hours per
week for rural boys, the critical ratio being 4.3.

It may

also be noted that eleventh and twelfth-grade urban girls had
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low sub-group averages of 3*$ hours and 3*7 hours per week
respectively.

Undoubtedly boys participated more hours than

girls in both schools.

TABLE XXII
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
PLAYING SPORTS

Type of
School

Grade, Boys
Boys
Grade, Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

g.S

8.1

7.5

9.5

8.5

5.0

5.6

5.1

5.6

5.4

Urban

9.3

9.6

9.7

8.3

9.2

6.2

6.0

3.8

3.7

4.9

Watching; athletic contests.

It may be observed from

Table XXIII that the average amount of time spent on watching
athletic games (not on television) was 3*2 hours per week for
urban girls, 4*2 hours for urban boys, 3*3 hours for rural
boys, and 3*9 hours per week for rural girls.

No differences

appeared significant through critical ratio evaluations.

A

low sub-group average of 2.7 hours per week was established
by twelfth-grade urban girls; a high of 5*9 hours, by ninth
grade urban boys.
Traveling to and from school.

Results for the activity

of traveling to and from school are shown in Table XXIV.

The

averages for rural boys and urban boys were 5.9 hours per
week and 3.4 hours per week respectively, a critical ratio of
5*3 existing.

The averages for rural girls and urban girls

were respectively 5*4 hours per week and 3.3 hours per week,
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a critical ratio of 3.7 existing.

Thus it may be stated that

rural pupils spent a significantly greater amount of time
traveling to and from their regional school.

It may also be

noted that, with the exception of urban girls, there is some
tendency for a decrease in the size of the travel averages
of twelfth graders.

TABLE XXIII
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
WATCHING ATHLETIC CONTESTS

Type of
School

Grade, Boys
Bovs
Grade. Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

3.2

4.0

2.3

3.7

3.3

3.2

3.6

3.7

5.1

3.9

Urban

3.9

3.3

3.3

3.2

4.2

3.1

3.7

3.2

2.7

3.2

TABLE XXIV
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
TRAVELING TO AND FROM SCHOOL

Type of
School

IX

Rural

5.6

6.0

6.2

5.3

5.9

5.3

6.3

5.9

4.0

5.4

Urban

4.1

3.3

3.6

2.6

3.4

3.7

3.3

3.6

4.0

3.3

Grade, Boys
Boys
Grade, Girls
Girls
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Pleasure riding in a car.

As declared in Table XXV,

the average number of hours per week spent pleasure riding in

3#
a car (not Driver Education) was 4«3 hours for urban girls,
6.7 hours for urban boys, 5*6 hours for rural boys, and 6.4
hours for rural girls.

Eleventh-grade urban boys made a high

sub-group average of £.7 hours; eleventh-grade urban girls
made a low sub-group average of 3*5 hours.

A critical ratio

of 3*4 between the rural boys average and the urban girls
average indicates a significant difference in the lowness of
the female urban group.

No other significant differences or

tendencies appeared.

TABLE XXV
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
PLEASURE RIDING IN A CAR

Type of
School

Grade, Boys
Boys
Grade, Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average

Rural

5.S

7.2

5.1

4.1

5.6

5.9

5.6

6.7

7.4

6.4

Urban

4.2

6.3

8.7

7.7

6.7

4.2

4.8

3.5

4.7

4.3

Just loafing.

It is interesting to have this chapter

terminate with an attempt to select those groups having the
highest weekly averages for loafing (alone) according to
Table XXVI.

Not one of the main groups showed a significantly

low or high average in this "activity".
The weekly averages were 5.1 hours for urban girls,
5.9 hours for urban boys, 5.2 hours for rural boys, and 5.6
hours for rural girls.

No set grade level patterns appeared.
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TABLE XXVI
AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK
JUST LOAFING

Type of
School

Grade, Boys
Boys
Grade, Girls
Girls
IX
X
XI
XII Average IX
X
XI
XII Average
/

Rural

6.3

6.4

4.0

4.0

5.2

4.3

5.2

6.a

5.3

5.6

Urban

3.5

5.3

6.4

2.5

5.9

6.9

4.1

4.3

5.1

5.1

CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A consideration by the reader of the summary and con¬
clusions presented in this final chapter must be made with
those limitations discussed in Chapter II kept in mind.

It

is especially important to remember that the study was con¬
ducted during a school week in January, measuring time spent
on activities for that time of year only.
Summary.

The results of the questionnaire study are

summarized in terms of significant differences between the
four main groups involved—rural boys, urban boys, rural girls
and urban girls—and in terms of observed grade level ten¬
dencies for the twenty-four activities as follows:
!•

Sleeping—Urban boys averaged more hours of sleep per week
than pupils in any other group.

There was a general

tendency for the average hours of sleep to decrease as
the grade level increased.

The latter might have been

a function of increased social activity; for example,
dating time seemed to increase with grade level.
2.

Eating—No significant differences or tendencies appeared
among the principal groups.

3.

Doing homework—In each group £9 per cent or more of the
pupils spent time on homework.

The urban girls in all
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grades averaged more hours per week on homework than
their grade contemporaries.

There was some tendency

for averages to increase with an increase in grade
level.

Perhaps the amount of time spent on homework is

lengthened as the complexity of subject matter increases
with grade level.
4*

Working for pay—More than 40 per cent of the girls and
more than 50 per cent of the boys worked for pay.
averaged more hours of work per week than girls.

Boys
Urban

girls worked more hours than rural girls, perhaps be¬
cause of proximity of job opportunities.

There was a

tendency for the hours worked to increase with an
increase in grade level; this latter fact may be a
natural result of an increase in age of the pupils.
5.

Working without pay—More than ££ per cent of the pupils
in each of the four groups worked at non-paying jobs.
No significant time differences or tendencies appeared.

6.

Attending church—More than £4 per cent of the rural boys
attended church weekly.

More than 91 per cent of the

pupils in the other groups attended church.

Urban

pupils attended more hours per week than rural pupils;
proximity or permanency of the churches might have been
a factor here.

Girls of one school attended more hours

than boys of the same school.

Also, there was a slight

general decrease m attendance time with an increase in
grade level.
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7*

Attending movies--More than 51 per cent of the pupils in
each rural group and more than 71 per cent of the pupils
in each urban group attended movies weekly.

Rural boys

averaged fewer hours per week than any other group.
Watching television—Over 92 per cent of the rural pupils
and over 91 per cent of the urban pupils indicated the
availability of television sets in their homes.

More

than 90 per cent of the pupils in each group watched
television weekly.

Boys watched more hours than girls.

The average number of hours tended to decrease as grade
level increased.
9. Listening to radio—More than 66 per cent of the urban
boys listened to the radio weekly.

More than £2 per cent

of the pupils in each of the other principal groups
listened to the radio each week.

Girls in all groups'

listened more hours per week than boys.
10.

Listening to records—Over 4$ per cent of the students in
each rural group and over 66 per cent of the students
in each urban group listened to records each week.

There

was some tendency for the averages to increase as grade
level increased, rural girls excepted.
11.

Reading newspapers—In each group, &4 per cent or more of
the pupils read newspapers each week.

Urban boys read

newspapers for more hours per week than pupils of any
other group.
12.

Reading magazines—More than 77 per cent of the high
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school students in each group read magazines weekly.
No significant time differences or tendencies appeared,
13*

Reading books—Over 62 per cent of the students in each
group read books each week.

No significant time dif¬

ferences or tendencies appeared,
14*

Reading comic books—More than 31 per cent of the girls
in each female group and more than 45 per cent of the
boys in each male group read comic books.

Rural girls

read comics for more hours per week than any other
group.

Rural boys excepted, the number of hours spent

on reading comics tended to decrease slightly as grade
level increased (and homework time increased).
15*

Attending club meetings—Over 40 per cent of the pupils
in each group attended club meetings.

Urban girls spent

more time at club meetings than any other group.

Twelfth

graders spent a little more time at club meetings than
pupils in most other grades in both schools.
16.

Visiting hang-outs—More than 37 per cent of the rural
girls and over 55 per cent of the students in each of
the other groups visited hang-outs weekly.

Though no

definitely significant differences in hour averages or
grade level tendencies appeared, rural boys did achieve
a weekly average of hours a little higher than that of
any other group.
17.

Visiting homes of friends and relatives—Over 75 per cent
of the subjects in each group visited the homes of

others.

No significant time differences or grade level

tendencies appeared.
Going out on dates—More than 52 per cent of the pupils
in each group went out on dates.

Girls spent more time

on dates than boys (perhaps a few boys dating many girls).
Rural girls spent more hours on dates than rural boys;
a possible explanation here would be rural girls dating
urban boys.

Again, dating time seemed to increase as

grade level (and thus age) increased.
Talking on the telephone--Over 66 per cent of the boys in
each male group and more than S3 per cent of the girls
in each female group spent time on the telephone.

Girls

talked on the phone a greater number of hours per week
than boys.
Playing sports

More than 79 per cent of the girls in each

female group and over 90 per cent of the boys in each
male group played sports.

Boys of both schools par¬

ticipated more hours per week than girls.
Watching athletic contests directly—Over 53 per cent of
the boys in each male group and over 62 per cent of the
in each female group watched athletic contests.
No significant time differences or tendencies appeared.
Traveling to and from school-~Rural pupils averaged more
hours of travel to and from school each week than urban
pupils; this was an expected difference between the
regional school and the town school pupils.

A slight
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tendency, with the exception of urban girls, for a
decrease in the size of the travel averages of twelfth
graders was probably a function of an age at which
travel is often switched from the school bus to a high
school pupil * s own car.
23.

Pleasure riding in a car—More than 6£ per cent of the
students in each group went pleasure riding in cars.
Urban girls averaged fewer hours per week on pleasure
riding than any other group.

24.

Just loafing—Over 69 per cent of the urban girls and over
$0 per cent of the pupils in each of the other groups
spent time loafing.

No significant differences in hours

spent or grade tendencies appeared.
Table 3L\VTI lists the activities studied in descending
order of time spent by the four main groups; rural boys, urban
boys, rural girls, and urban girls.
Conclusions.

In Chapter I, it was stated that the

purpose of this study was to provide a general measure of the
amount of time spent on various out-of-school activities by
rural high school pupils and urban high school pupils in a
)

certain area of New England and to locate any significant dif¬
ferences in time emphasis between the two groups.

It is now

possible to state that the measurement has been provided and
significant differences m time emphasis did appear for a
number of activities during a winter school week.
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TABLE XXVII
ACTIVITIES IN DESCENDING ORDER OF TIME SPENT
Rural
Boys

Urban
Boys

Sleeping

Sleeping

Sleeping

Sleeping

Television

Working, pay

Television

Television

Working, pay

Television

Eating

Eating

Eating

Eating

Dates

Working, pay

Sports, play

Sports, play

Working,no pay

Homework

Working,no pay

Homework

Radio

Dates

Hang-outs

Working,no pay

Homework

Working,no pay

Homework

Dates

Working, pay

Radio

Dates

Car

Car

Visiting Homes

Visiting Homes

Hang-outs

Hang-outs

Loafing

Travel,

Loafing

Loafing

Hang-outs

Car

Visiting Homes

Sports, play

Sports, play

Radio

Records

Travel,

Records

Records

Sports, watch

Visiting Homes

Car

Loafing

Bound Books

Telephone

Telephone

Bound Books

Movies

Records

Travel,

Magazines

Radio

Sports, watch

Bound Books

Sports, watch

Magazines

Comic Books

Magazines

Comic Books

Travel,

Bound Books

Movies

Movies

Newspapers

Movies

Sports, watch

Telephone

Telephone

Magazines

Clubs

Clubs

Comic Books

Newspapers

Church

Newspapers

Church

Church

Comic Books

Church

Clubs

Clubs

Newspapers

school

Rural
Girls

school

Urban
Girls

school

school
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The data presented in the foregoing chapters and
sections supports, but does not necessarily prove, the follow¬
ing conclusions about the four main groups considered:
1*

Boys versus girls—Boys tend to spend more time on work¬
ing for pay, watching television, and playing sports.
Girls tend to spend more time attending church, listen¬
ing to the radio, going out on dates, and talking on
the telephone.

2.

Rural pupils versus urban pupils—Rural pupils are apt
to spend more time traveling to and from school.

Urban

pupils tend to spend more time attending church.
3.

Rural girls—Rural girls tend to spend more time reading
comic books than any other group.

They also spend more

time going out on dates than rural boys.
4.

Urban girls—Urban girls are inclined to spend more time
doing homework, attending club meetings, and pleasure
riding in a car than any other group.

They devote more

time to working for pay than rural girls.
5.

Rural boys—Rural boys are liable to spend more time visit¬
ing hang-outs but less time attending movies than any
other group.

6.

Urban boys—Urban boys are apt to spend more time sleeping
and reading newspapers than any other group.

7.

Grade tendencies—The time spent on homework, working for
pay, listening to records, and going out on dates in¬
creases as grade level increases.

The time spent on

4$
attending church, watching television, and reading comic
books tends to decrease as grade level increases.

Time

spent traveling to and from school decreases but time
spent attending club meetings increases for twelfth
graders.
No significant differences--Activities apt to show no
significant time differences or tendencies between rural
and urban boys and girls include eating, working without
pay, reading magazines, reading books, visiting friends
or relatives in their homes, watching athletic contests
directly, and loafing.
Assuming the validity and importance of the time dif¬
ferences indicated, it would seem that any teacher concerned
with the out-of-school background of her pupils should analyze
that background in terms of the rural or urban character of
the school area as well as in terms of the sex and grade level
of her pupils.
Finally it may be stated that this study covered the
activities discussed in a quantitative aspect only.

There

exist possibilities for qualitative study of each and every
activity listed,

such study being a necessary addition to any

true and complete evaluation of the background of high school
pupils.

APPENDIX A

APPENDIX A
LISTING SHEET FOR ACTIVITY ANALYSIS
Dear Student:
Would you please list on this sheet any and all
activities in which you engage outside the classroom.
make the list complete.

Plea

Examples are:

eating, sleeping, homework, household or farm chores,
working for pay, attending movies, watching T-V,
listening to radio, dating, dancing, playing a sport,
watching athletic games, loafing, going to church,
club meetings, driving around in a car, parties,
reading, travel, playing records, hobbies (as hiking,
collecting, etc.), and many others.
Do not put your name on this sheet.
on both sides of the paper.

You may list

Thank you very much.

APPENDIX B

APPENDIX B
TABLE XXVIII
ACTIVITIES LISTED BY RURAL AND
URBAN PUPILS

Archery
Arguing
Attending fairs
Attending plays
Attending school activities
Baby-sitting
Band concerts
Bicycling
Boating
Bowling
Brownie Leader
Building model airplanes
Camping
Caring for pets
Catching frogs
Choir singing
Church
Clearing land
Clubs
Collecting for charities
Collecting things
Creating centerpieces for
tables
Cutting hair
Dancing
Dating
Destroying pests (rodents)
Discussing problems
Doing puzzles
Doodling
Drawing
Drinking
Driving a car
Driving a tractor
Eating
Errands
Exercising
Farm chores
Fighting
Fishing
Fixing bicycles
Fixing T-V sets

Flying in airplanes
Gambling
Gardening
Halloween fun
Hayrides
Helping build a house
Helping fire department
Helping Mom and Dad
Hiking
Homework
Horseback riding
Housework
Hunting
Ice-boating
Ice-skating
Indoor movies
Keeping a scrapbook
Knitting
Learning to drive
Listening to radio
Listening to records
Loafing
Looking for a job
Making puzzles
Making stuffed animals
Managing basketball team
Meeting new friends
Motorcycling
Mountain climbing
Mowing lawn
National Guard
Night-clubbing
Outdoor movies
Painting
Participating in school
activities
Partie s
Picnics
Pitching horseshoes
Playing cards
Playing musical instruments
Playing records

TABLE XXVIII (continued)

Playing sportsbadminton
baseball
basketball
football
golf
hockey
ping-pong
softball
tennis
volleyball
Plowing snow
Practicing shorthand
Praying
Reading
Religious clubs and classes
Riding in a car
Roller-skating
Running
Sailboating
Saving money
Sawing wood
Shooting fireworks
Shooting guns
Shopping
Shoveling snow
Sining
Skiing
Skipping school
Sleeping
Sliding
Smoking
Spending money
Square dancing
Stealing pumpkins
Studying birds
Summer vacation
Swimming
Taking bus to school

Taking pictures
Taking dance lessons
Talking
Talking on telephone
Teaching Sunday school
Teaching Red Cross swimming
Teasing
Telling jokes
Trapping
Traveling
Tying flies (for fishing)
Typing
Visiting "the store"
Visiting friends
Visiting museums
Walking
Walking to school bus
Washing car
Watching sports—
auto races
baseball
basketball
boxing
dog trials
football
hockey
horse races
motorcycle races
wrestling
Watching television
Woodcraft
Working for pay
Working for senior class
Working on cars
Working on trucks
Writing letters
Waiting poetry
Writing short stories

APPENDIX G

APPENDIX 0
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
January, 1956
Dear Student:
I need your help to complete a study of the after-school activities
of high school pupils*

Perhaps your cooperation will enable your teachers

to make school more interesting to you in terms of the things you do before
and after school hours*

Can I count on your help?

Do not place your name on this sheet*

All information will be

tabulated without any relation to individual identity.
BE CASE PUL, and COMPLETE ALL ITEMS*

Please, BE SINCERE,

Do not hurry; you will be given ample

time to complete this form and to study it for your own interest.

The re¬

sults may surprise you!
Thank you very much for your time and effort

Please fill in the following information

SCHOOL

SEX

Im orY)

Iname of your school)
TOWN

GRADE

(name of town or village
in which you live)

(9,10,H or 12)

yes
I have a television set in my home

RETURN BY January

no
(check one)
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APPENDIX C (continued)
DIRECTIONS:

1*

2.

Estimate as accurately as possible the total number of
hours you spend on each of the following activities
during a typical school week. Sunday through Saturday*
Circle the number closest to your estimate after each
activity* (Be careful to circle only one number.)

1*

ACTIVITY
EXAMPLE (estimate was six hours)

TOTAL HOURS PER WEEK
0 3 7 ix 15 19 23 27 31 35

2.

SLEEPING

28 34 40 46 52 58 64 70 76 82

3*

EATING (regular meals + snacks
4* school lunch
DOING HOMEWORK K)R SCHOOL SUBJECTS
(after school hours)

3 7 11 15 19 23 27 31 35 39

4.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

0 4 10 16 22 28 34 40 46 52

6.

WORKING "WITHOUT PAY (chores^
—huusewssk)
7* ATTENDING CHURCH OR SYNAGOGUE
(services or classes)
8. ATTENDING MOVIE THEATERS

0123456789

9.

WATCHING TELEVISION

0 3 7 11 15 19 23 27 31 35

10.

LISTENING TO RADIO

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

11.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

12.

LISTENING TO RECORDS (home or away,
not on radio)
READING NEWSPAPERS (not for homework)

13*

READING MAGAZINES

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

14.

READING BOOKS (bound or pocketbook
editions, not for homework)
HEADING COMIC BOOKS

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

ATTENDING CLUB MEETINGS (after school
hours)
VPSPTdNG NRIBb11 ~
(soda-shoo. drugstore. etc.)
VISITING FRIENDS OR RELATIVES IN
THEIR HOMES (not in your own home)
GOING OUT ON DATES

0123456789

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

26.

0123456789

0123456789

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

0 3 7 11 15 19 23 27 31 35
037 11 15 19 23 27 31 35
0 3 7 ll 15 19 23 27 31 35
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

TALKING ON THE TELEPHONE (not while
on -part-time .lob)
_
PLAYING SPORTS (athletics, skating,
bowline, etc., not school gym classes)
WATCHING ATHLETIC CONTESTS (not on T-V)
TRAVELING TO AND FROM SCHOOL (whether
ride or walk(
PLEASURE RIDING IN A CAR (not Driver
Education
■ RIDTTiTGr~01!rA"MOTORCYCLE—^
JUST LOAFING (alone)

0 3 7 11 15 19 23 27 31 35
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
0 3 7 11 15 19 23 27 31 35
.
0 3 7 11 15 19 23 27 31 35
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
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APPENDIX D
DIRECTION SHEET FOR TEACHERS
OF URBAN HIGH SCHOOL
Dear Teacher,
In partial fulfillment of work for my master1s degree
at the University of Massachusetts, I am comparing the time
spent on out-of-school activities by Palmer High School
students with the time spent on these activities by Tantasqua
High School students (Sturbridge, Mass.).
Would you please select a capable and personable
student volunteer from your homeroom and have this student
report to
at the very beginning of the seventh
period on
.
The selected student will administer
a questionnaire in your room during this period and will collect
the completed questionnaire by
.
j would
appreciate your help in encouraging pupils to remain in the
nomeroom if possible during the administration period.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Ronald Fitzgerald

APPENDIX E

APPENDIX E
DIRECTION SHEET FOR STUDENT LEADERS
IN URBAN HIGH SCHOOL
Dear Student,
Would you please take charge of the following in
your homeroom:
1*

Pass out questionnaires; be sure that everyone gets one.

2.

Explain these points to the pupils—
a.
b.
c.
d.

Results will be made available to pupils and teachers
in the school in the form of averages.
No names are to be used in this study.
It is important that each pupil completes every item
by estimating, not by guessing.
Pupils living in Palmer Center should indicate such.

3.

Report back to me by 2:15 p.m. or earlier with any ques¬
tions that come up in class.

4*

Collect the questionnaires by the seventh period on

Thank you very much for your help.
Ronald Fitzgerald
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APPENDIX G
FORM LETTER SENT TO TOWN CLERKS
Dear Sir:
+. .
Co-4ld you please indicate the answers to the listed
questions for your town?
0 u
Part A.

Fill in the answers to the following:
1.

The predominate nationalities are-TErigiTsh, French, Irish, Polish,

2.

etc.T

---

The most important local industries are-"(farming, textile factoryT^etcTT

3*

ihe most active local youth organizations or
clubs are—

4*

The newspapers delivered locally are--

5.

There are

6.

There are

7.

There are

Tnumb—Y ^*oca^ lurches and synagogues
_local movie theaters.
(number)
(numberJ

$.

Part B.

~

local drive-in theaters.

There are 7-r—r Public elementary (grades 1-6)
(number7
'
schools*

Check one answer,

"Yes" or "No" after each question:

1.

The form of government is Town Meeting
and selectmen . . . .

2.

There is a local public library
(or branch) .

~
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APPENDIX G (continued)
Yes
3.
4»

There is a locally operated bus
line (not school buses)..

.

A Town Report is available
If uYestT, the cost is j>
Thanking you,
Ronald Fitzgerald

;;

No
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